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Abstract: 

Coverage of interest points and network connectivity are two main challenging and practically important issues of Wireless Sensor Networks 

(WSNs). Although many studies have exploited the mobility of sensors to improve the quality of coverage and connectivity, little attention has 

been paid to the minimization of sensors’ movement, which often consumes the majority of the limited energy of sensors and thus shortens the 

network lifetime significantly. To fill in this gap, this paper addresses the challenges of the Mobile Sensor Deployment (MSD) problem and 

investigates how to deploy mobile sensors with minimum movement to form a WSN that provides both target coverage and network 

connectivity. To this end, the MSD problem is decomposed into two sub-problems: the Target Coverage (TCOV) problem and the Network 

Connectivity (NCON) problem. We then solve TCOV and NCON one by one and combine their solutions to address the MSD problem. The 

proposed method uses the concept of Network Partition to improve network lifetime and coverage. 
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Introduction 

Overview 

 

Late years have seen gigantic headway in wireless sensor networks because of decrease being developed expenses and impromptu 

creation in equipment fabricating. Past a few decades have been set apart with fast utilization of wireless sensor networks in 

different fields. Wireless sensor networks are currently utilized, other than in military reconnaissance, in environment checking, 

seismic action observation and are presently even utilized as a part of indoor applications.  

 

These wireless sensors have given us the device to screen a territory of interest wirelessly. Every one of the one should do is to 

send these sensors, aeronautically or physically, and after that these sensors which shape the hubs of the network assemble data 

from the territory under scrutiny. The data in this manner got is transferred back to the "principle server" or "base station" where 

the data is handled. The base server is some of the time associated with Web which then transfers the handled data by means of 

satellite to the fundamental station or control community for further preparing and examination. Almost no or no preparing is done 

while data is exchanged from hubs.  

 

Sensor hubs which constitute the wireless network are independent hubs with a microcontroller, at least one sensors, a handset, 

actuators and a battery for power supply. These hubs, now and again likewise alluded bits, are additionally outfitted with simple to 

computerized converter and additionally advanced to simple converter. These sensors have next to no memory and perform little 

measure of preparing with the data got. Presently separated from checking, gathering and transmitting information starting with 

one hub then onto the next and to the base station, these sensors speak with different hubs taking after certain correspondence 

conventions additionally the handling unit manages and controls usefulness of different parts of the sensor hub. By the by the 

memory operation is an overhead as well. This is on the grounds that the sensors are furnished with a battery which frequently is 

non-replaceable. In this manner increment in handling would infer more vitality is being devoured and subsequently sensor 

lifetime would diminish along these lines influencing the lifetime of the network. As specified before the handing-off of data is 

finished by taking after a specific correspondence convention. However this office is accomplished by the correspondence unit of 

the sensor. Typically the sensor has a handset that can go about as both transmitter and a recipient. The transmitter and the 

collector equipment are not kept separate with a specific end goal to spare space and vitality. Nowadays, sensors can impart 

through transmission media extending from endless electromagnetic range. A wireless sensor network is conveyed in one of the 

two ways: arranged and impromptu. In the arranged strategy for organization a particular number of sensors are put in key points 

in foreordained way. Here it ought to be noticed that the region to be observed can be gotten to physically consequently the cost is 
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not an element under such conditions. These hubs are set utilizing a foreordained calculation to such an extent that the range to be 

secured is augmented putting less overhead on transmission and battery in this way improving the network lifetime.  

 

Coverage and Connectivity in WSNs  

 

The wireless sensor network faces different issues one of which incorporates coverage of the given zone under constrained 

vitality. This issue of augmenting the network lifetime while taking after the coverage and vitality parameters or limitations is 

known as the Objective Coverage Issue in Wireless Sensor Networks. As the sensor hubs are battery driven so they have 

constrained vitality as well and subsequently the principle challenge gets to be distinctly boosting the coverage range furthermore 

guaranteeing a drawn out network lifetime.  

 

The work has been done to address this issue however fundamentally as the test of course involves time imperative, subsequently 

the issue gets to be time subordinate, which thusly is non-polynomial in nature.  

 

Coverage is a measure of the nature of administration gave by a sensor network. Because of the weakening of vitality spread, 

every sensor hub has a detecting inclination, in which the exactness and likelihood of detecting and location constrict as the 

separation to the hub increments. The aggregate coverage of the entire network can in this way be characterized as the union 

(counting conceivable helpful flag handling) of all hubs' detecting inclinations. It speaks to how well every point in the detecting 

field is secured. A coverage gap alludes to a persistent range (or volume in 3-dimensional space) in the detecting field that is not 

secured by any sensor hub, i.e., the occasions that happened inside a coverage gap can't be detected nor recognized. 

 

 
a. Coverage and Coverage hole                 b. Connectivity Graph 

Figure 1.1: Illustrations of coverage and connectivity 

 

Figure 1.1(a) demonstrates a coverage illustration where the detecting angle of a sensor hub is displayed as a twofold circle. Each 

point inside the detecting range Rs of a sensor hub is thought to be secured by the hub. The union of the considerable number of 

circles structures the aggregate coverage of the network. The locale of interest is encased by a rectangle in the Figure. The 

shadowed locale is not secured by any sensor hub and in this manner thought to be a coverage opening.  

 

So also, connectivity speaks to how well the sensor hubs in the network are "associated" to each other. It is an essential property 

of a wireless sensor network, for some upper-layer conventions and applications, for example, circulated flag preparing, 

information social event and wireless control, require the network to be associated. Since the sensor hubs convey by means of 

wireless medium, a hub can just specifically converse with those that are in closeness to itself (inside its correspondence extend). 

On the off chance that a sensor network is demonstrated as a chart with sensor hubs as vertices and direct correspondence 

interfaces between any two hubs as edges, by an associated network we mean the diagram is associated.  

 

Figure 1.1(b) demonstrates the connectivity chart of an indistinguishable arrangement of hubs from in Figure 1.1(a). The 

correspondence demonstrate in this illustration is additionally a double plate show where if the separation between two hubs is 

more noteworthy than the correspondence extend Rc, they can't converse with each other straightforwardly. Each hub in Figure 

1.1(b) can speak with each other hub, either specifically or in a roundabout way by means of some middle of the road hubs. The 

network is accordingly associated. In spite of the fact that coverage and connectivity have numerous distinctions, they are not 

random. Truth be told, a secured network and an associated network are firmly related because of their basic necessity on the 
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geological situation of sensor hubs. A totally secured network requires that every point in the detecting district to be secured by no 

less than one sensor hub. This suggests the separation between a hub and its nearest neighbor can't be bigger than some edge to 

maintain a strategic distance from coverage gaps. A comparable ramifications can be drawn from an associated network.  

 

Coverage is by and large a more grounded imperative on sensor hub position since it requires each indicate in the area be secured 

by no less than one hub. On the off chance that a locale is "all around" secured by an arrangement of sensor hubs, these hubs are 

probably going to be "very much" associated if the correspondence span is sufficiently vast. It is demonstrated [99, 107] that with 

the parallel circle detecting and correspondence models, if Rc ≥ 2Rs, a totally secured network infers an associated network. 

Despite what might be expected, connectivity does not infer coverage in any case the relationship amongst Rc and Rs. In any case, 

if the arrangement of sensor hubs are "very much" associated, the district where these associated hubs are conveyed is additionally 

prone to be "all around" secured by instinct. 

 

Literature Review 

 

With the development of versatile sensors, broad explores have been advanced on target coverage of WSNs. In the paper entitled 

"Minimizing Development for Target Coverage and Network Connectivity in Portable Sensor Networks" by Zhuofan Liao, 

Jianxin Wang, Jiannong Cao concentrates on issue of minimizing the development of sensor hubs to accomplish target coverage 

in versatile sensor networks. Target coverage is partitioned into two cases: uncommon and general case. In an uncommon instance 

of Target Coverage, targets scatter from each other more wireless than twofold of the coverage range. For this case, a correct 

calculation in view of the Hungarian technique is proposed to locate the ideal arrangement. For general instances of Target 

coverage, two heuristic calculations, the Essential calculation in view of inner circle segment and the television Insatiable 

calculation in view of Voronoi parcel of the arrangement area, are proposed to lessen the aggregate development of sensor hubs. 

[1]  

 

In the paper entitled "Circulated Organization Calculations for Enhanced Coverage in a Network of Wireless Versatile Sensors" 

the creators acquaints productive sensor sending systems with increment coverage in wireless portable sensor networks. The 

sensors discover coverage openings inside their Voronoi polygons and after that move in a fitting course to minimize them. Novel 

edge-based and vertex-based systems are presented, and their exhibitions are contrasted and existing strategies. The proposed 

development procedures depend on the separations of every sensor and the points inside its Voronoi polygon from the edges or 

vertices of the polygon. Reproductions affirm the adequacy of the proposed organization calculations and their prevalence over 

the procedures reported in the writing.  

 

In the paper entitled Self-Arrangement Calculations for Field Coverage in a Network of Nonidentical Portable Sensors: Vertex-

Based Approach, effective sending calculations are proposed for a versatile sensor network to develop the coverage zone. The 

proposed calculations compute the position of the sensors iteratively in light of existing coverage openings in the field. To this 

end, the multiplicatively weighted Voronoi (MWVoronoi) outline is utilized for a network of portable sensors with various 

detecting ranges. Under the proposed methods, the sensors move in a manner that the coverage openings in the network are 

lessened. Reproduction results are given to show the viability of the arrangement plans proposed in this paper.  

 

In the paper entitled "Disseminated Investigating Repetition in Sensor Organization to Expand Network Lifetime and Coverage" 

the creators presents best sending calculation for sensors in a given arrangement area to give focused on coverage and 

connectivity to a wireless sensor network. In this paper, the proposed strategy parcels the given region of interest into two unique 

locales: focal and edge districts. In every locale, a solitary strategy is utilized to figure the number and area of sensors to cover the 

whole coverage while keeping network connectivity.  

 

Portable sensors are utilized to enhance vitality proficiency of sensors in region coverage in the paper entitled "Enhancing network 

lifetime with versatile wireless sensor" networks. In this paper portable sensors are intended to move along the briefest way to 

minimize the vitality utilization when goals have been resolved.  

 

In the paper entitled, "Conveyed sending plans for portable wireless sensor networks to guarantee multilevel cover-age," Given 

assigned goals, k-coverage is concentrated on. In this work, an opposition plan is proposed to minimize vitality utilization in 

development.  
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Proposed System 

 

For Target coverage problem, two algorithms are used: basic algorithm based on clique partition and TV-greedy algorithm based 

on Voronoi diagrams and Delaunay triangulation. 

 

The Basic Algorithm 

 

A basic heuristic to minimize the development separation of sensors is to minimize the quantity of sensors that need to move. 

Really, after the sensors are sent, a few targets may have as of now been secured. Mean the arrangement of targets that have as of 

now been secured by Tinitcov, and signify the arrangement of revealed targets by Tneedcov. At that point we have  

 

Tneedcov =T n/Tinticov  

 

Keeping in mind the end goal to minimize the quantity of versatile sensors that need to move, we first build a chart of targets 

speaking to whether targets can be at the same time secured, then discover the goals of portable sensors by utilizing faction parcel. 

Nonetheless, in spite of the fact that the Basic calculation minimizes the quantity of sensors to move, it might build the aggregate 

development separation of sensors. The chart is built as takes after. For each target in Tneedcov, there is a vertex in the chart. 

There is an edge between two vertices if and just if the relating targets could be all the while secured by a similar sensor. After the 

diagram is built, we locate a base inner circle parcel of the developed chart. Each apportioned inner circle speaks to a subset of 

targets that can be secured by a similar sensor. In this manner, for targets having a place a similar inner circle, we have to dispatch 

just a single portable sensor to cover them. With this strategy, the quantity of portable sensors that need to move is minimized. 

After the inner circle parcel is gotten, the stretched out Hungarian calculation is utilized to figure out which sensor ought to be 

dispatched to cover the targets in every clique. 

 
. 

The Target Based Voronoi Greedy Algorithm  

 

Target based Voronoi Greedy calculation (TV-Greedy) to minimize the aggregate development separation of sensors to cover 

targets. The essential thought of TV-Greedy is to send the closest sensor to cover the targets that are revealed. Since sensors 

situated in a target's Voronoi polygon are nearer to this target than to others, we utilize Voronoi outlines of targets to gathering 

sensors as indicated by their closeness to the comparing target. To start with, the Voronoi chart of targets is created by utilizing 

the organize data of targets which is known to sensors.  

 

In light of the vertices data of Voronoi polygons, the neighbors of every target are resolved. Second, the own server group OSG of 

every target is resolved. In each OSG, the possess servers (sensors in the OSG) is sorted by their separations to the customer (the 

target of the OSG) in rising request, as indicated by which the central server is distinguished as the first in the sorted rundown. For 

the rest claim servers, we distinguish the guide server for every neighbor of the customer through separation examination and 

sorting, as appeared in Fig.  

 

Third, for every target, in the event that it is secured at first, sensors in its OSG stand by and sit tight for requests. In the event that 

the target is not secured at first, then its CSG will be framed, which is a coherent server assemble converged with the central 

server of the target and all the guide servers from its neighbors. Television Greedy begins from the era of targets' Voronoi graphs, 
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which isolates sensors into autonomous gatherings for every target. With help of targets' Voronoi outlines, we can build a sensor 

gather for every target, which incorporates sensors in closeness to this target.  

 

The essential thought of TV-Greedy is to convey the closest sensor to cover the targets that are revealed. Since sensors situated in 

a target's Voronoi polygon are nearer to this target than to others, we utilize Voronoi graphs of targets to gathering sensors as 

indicated by their closeness to the relating target.  

 

For clarity, the definitions and documentations that will be utilized as a part of the calculation portrayal is exhibited underneath:  

 

1) If a sensor is situated in a target's Voronoi polygon, the sensor is characterized as a server to this target, and the target is 

viewed as a customer of its servers. The arrangement of a target's servers is called that target's own server group (OSG). 

The sensor in target's OSG that is closest to the target is known as the central server of that target and different sensors 

are called non-boss servers of the target.  

2) Two targets are neighbors if their Voronoi polygons share an edge. For two neighboring targets An and B, the sensor in 

An's OSG that is nearest to B is called a guide server to B.  

3) A target's candidate server assemble (CSG) is the union of its own central server and help servers from neighbors. For a 

target, just sensors in its CSG will be dispatched to cover it.  

 

Delaunay triangulation  

 

In this segment, we show the Delaunay calculation which is utilized to put the hubs in appropriate areas. Delaunay calculation in 

light of the standard of fascination and repugnance.  

 

Repulsion 

Repulsionof the hubs happens when the hubs are out of their detecting reach to each other.  

 

 

Proposed Algorithm 

Target Coverage 

To cover uncovered targets, basic algorithm constructs the graph of targets. After the graph is constructed, minimum clique 

partition of the constructed graph are determined. Thus, for the targets from same clique, only one mobile sensor is dispatched to 

cover those targets. Hence, the basic algorithm minimizes the number of sensors that need to be moved, but it may increase the 

total movement of sensors. TV-greedy algorithm minimizes the total movement by grouping the sensors according to proximity to 

targets. TV-Greedy algorithm determines the Voronoi diagrams according to static targets. Since targets are statics, re-

computation after every operation is not needed. Voronoi diagrams group sensors according to proximity of sensors to the targets. 

After that the sensor which is very close to sensor is selected to cover that target. Target coverage aims that at least one sensor can 

cover the one or many targets. TV-greedy algorithm finds the sensor which is on the intersection of two targets and close to both 

target than other sensor nodes.  

 
Fig Voronoi Diagram 

Network Connectivity 
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The essential thought behind network connectivity is to utilize rest of portable sensors to look after connectivity. The essential 

thought behind network connectivity is to utilize rest of portable sensors to look after connectivity. Network connectivity is 

fundamental for sensor hub to gather information and send it to the sink hub. Network connectivity expects to locate the ideal 

course for sensor hub to speak with sink hub or base station. Here Steiner tree idea is utilized to keep up network connectivity, 

where Sink hub or base station is root and every one of the sensors are leaf hubs. Here First, an edge length obliged Steiner tree 

spreading over all the coverage sensors and the sink is developed, with the end goal that every tree edge length is not more 

noteworthy than the correspondence range rc. At that point the rest versatile sensors are migrated to the created Steiner focuses to 

associate the sensors and the sink hub. Sensor hub gathers the information from targets and send that information to the sink hub. 

This requires the greatest vitality and time. Here LZW pressure calculation is utilized to pack information and thus to minimize 

vitality utilization and amplify the calculation speed of transmission. 

 

Flow Diagram 

 
 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

Coverage of interest points and network connectivity are two primary testing and for all intents and purposes imperative issues of 

Wireless Sensor Networks. Target coverage covers an arrangement of intrigued point in the organization territory of versatile 

sensor networks. Network connectivity is fundamental for sensors to speak with sink hub. To take care of the Target Coverage 

issue two calculations are proposed: Basic calculation in view of inner circle allotments and TV Greedy calculation in light of 

Voronoi charts and Delaunay triangulation, utilizing this sensors development is minimized. Television Greedy calculation 

accomplishes less development than essential calculation since it chooses the sensor which is near target to accomplish that target.

 Use of Voronoi charts and Delaunay triangulation minimize the vitality required for development of hubs, enhance 

coverage region and lifetime of the network is expanded. The idea of Voronoi outlines to isolate the whole network into districts 

of shifting hubs. So a hub will just have the obligation to enhance the coverage of the range in which Voronoi outline has set it. In 

this manner the hub development is confined. So the vitality required for development will be lessened and the coverage range 

will be progressed. This will permit the network to hold vitality for longer time span. 
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